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Abstract
Bennett, April M. M.S., Human Factors Psychology; Department of Psychology, Wright
State University, 2006. Active Regulation of Speed During a Simulated Low-Altitude
Flight Task: Altitude Matters!
This study examined active regulation of speed during a low-altitude flight task as a
function of global optical flow rate, speed, and the presence or absence of a concurrent
altitude disturbance.  The results showed that altitude clearly had an impact on speed
control; specifically, control of speed was much more difficult when altitude disturbances
were present.  Even in the no altitude disturbance conditions, performance tended to be
best at lower altitudes.  Consistent with previous research, the results suggest that speed
and altitude changes have additive effects on speed judgments.  This is inconsistent with
the simple global optical flow rate hypothesis that had suggested multiplicative effects;
however, it is consistent with the general notion that judgments of self-motion are based
on properties of optical flow fields (i.e., angles and angular rates) that depend on distance
and motion relative to textured surfaces.
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INTRODUCTION
Some people believe safer airplanes are the answer to the safety
problem in general civil flying.  That such airplanes can be built is
no longer open to argument.  They have already been built, and in
sufficient numbers to develop enough in the way of statistics to prove
that their good record is not simply from lack of a large enough
exposure.  The main obstacle in the way of the safer airplane is not
aerodynamics but a quirk of human nature . A considerable part of
flying accidents are not related to lack of piloting technique but to a
plain lack of judgment.   Leighton Collins (1944, p.323-324).
One such horrific event resulting from a plain lack of judgment  occurred on
July 17, 2000.  Alliance Airlines flight number 7412 from Calcutta to Patna, India was
approaching for landing.  The Boeing 737 was coming in high on approach, so the
captain asked the air traffic controller if he could do a 360-degree turn and attempt the
approach for landing again.  The controller granted permission and gave the captain
further instructions.  It took the captain sixteen seconds to acknowledge the instructions,
during which time the airspeed of the Boeing 737 dropped from 130 to 122 knots.  The
accident report indicated this was a substantial drop in airspeed, calling it drastic , and
noted that the loss of airspeed was not intentional.  The report further suggested that
neither pilot noticed the drop (FSF Editorial Staff, 2001).
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The situation was complex and demanding, and the first officer began a series of
turns to reorient the plane to a safer approach.  The officer turned to the left, then the
right, back to the left, and finally back to the right.  The nose was pitch down at first, and
then changed to a nose-up pitch of 16 degrees.  Throughout the maneuver, the engines
were operating at idle thrust and the pilots did not correct for a loss of speed, indicating
the pilots were not aware of the loss.  Eight seconds before the crash the stick shaker
activated (a safety device that activates when plane is dangerously close to a stall).  The
crew sprung into action; however, their situation should have signaled a drastic approach-
to-stall recovery action, but instead the pilots attempted a go-around with too little speed.
They began to increase altitude at a rate that was unsafe based on their current
(decreased) speed.  The lack of speed and high angle of attack resulted in the aircraft
stalling, ultimately resulting in a lethal crash that took the lives of 55 passengers on the
aircraft and 5 people on the ground (FSF, 2001).
Why was the aircrew on Alliance Airlines Flight 7412 unable to notice a drastic
change in speed?  One possibility is that humans have difficultly detecting speed and
acceleration.  Perhaps, a boundary between a safe speed and a dangerous speed is not
self-evident or even visually detectable.  It is in this context that the current study has
looked at situations where misperceptions could potentially be a factor.
The first step to investigating whether people are sensitive to differences and
changes in speed is to examine how humans perceive motion.  Most of the perceptual
literature on motion perception has focused on two distinct types of observation:  object
motion and self-motion.  In one context, the human observer is stationary and judgments
are made about one or more objects moving in a visual scene.  This is referred to as
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object motion.  A second context includes motion of the observer.  This is referred to as
self-motion.  Although our primary interest is in self-motion, we will first consider the
literature on object motion.
Object Motion
 Throughout the literature, it has been shown that individuals are skilled at
detecting differences in speed between two independent objects, except for the cases in
which the speeds are slow.   For velocities above 2 deg/sec, McKee (1981) demonstrated
threshold values for changes in speed were around 5% or even less.  This means
individuals could reliably detect a difference in speed for speeds that differed by 5% or
greater.  This ability was shown even in cases where the objects were only shown for a
200 millisecond duration.  McKee found substantially higher thresholds in multiple
experiments that were performed with slower speeds.  McKee goes as far as stating,
apparently velocity sensitivity for slow speeds is very crude, if it exists at all  (1981).
Individuals are adept at judging motion of two independent objects above speeds
of 2 deg/sec, with studies suggesting only a 5% difference is needed; however the
judgment of acceleration (the time derivative of speed) appears to be different.  In order
to reliably detect an instantaneous change in speed (acceleration) for one object, some
studies suggest a 17-30% difference in speed is needed.  Further, gradual changes of
speed may require exponentially larger changes, anywhere from 80% to 200% or even
greater increases to be detected (Schmerler, 1976).  It appears individuals are neither
good at differentiating between two slow speeds, nor at detecting a gradual change in
speed.
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An experiment aimed at understanding the ability to detect acceleration was done
by Gottsdanker (1956).  He asked participants to make predictions about the trajectory of
an accelerating object by tracking the path of the object after it had been occluded.  He
found that subjects treated accelerating objects as though they were on constant velocity
paths (i.e., no acceleration).  The interesting part was that their predicted constant
velocity paths were not consistent with the terminal velocity of the object.  For the cases
during which the object was decelerating, the predicted continuation velocity was higher
than the terminal velocity.  The opposite was true for the accelerating objects; the
predicted continuation velocity was lower than the terminal velocity.  This pattern
suggests the participants were extrapolating based on integration (averaging) of the
changing speeds (Gottsdanker, 1956).
A later study done by Schmerler investigated the assumption that the gradual
change of speed is what makes acceleration hard to perceive.  Participants viewed a scene
with two tunnels, connected by a short path in the middle.  Participants viewed a ball
emerge from the first tunnel and travel to the opening of the second tunnel.  They were to
make judgments about whether the ball was increasing, decreasing, or remaining at a
constant speed while traveling between the tunnels.  This was done for conditions with
gradual changes and those with instantaneous changes of speed.  There was also a control
condition with no tunnels, in which the participants viewed a ball traveling a constant
direction from one edge of the screen to the opposing edge (direction was
counterbalanced within trials).  In order to compare gradual versus instantaneous
changes, the control conditions for both rate conditions were chosen for comparison.  The
instantaneous change of speed was a smaller change of the initial speed overall, while the
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gradual changes were much greater overall, but spread out over the duration of the trial.
For example, the instantaneous change may be a 25% change of the initial speed, while
the gradual change could be a 90% overall change from the initial to the final speed
(Schmerler, 1976).
Schmerler found the instantaneous change condition produced much higher
percentages of correct judgments than the gradual change condition.  When a 25%
change in instantaneous speed was used, participants were accurate 63% of the time.  For
the gradual change condition, a 90% overall change produced only 16% correct
judgments.  Furthermore, it took a 200% change in speed from initial to final speed to
match the percentage correct that was found with an instantaneous speed change of 25%.
Schmerler explains, it is the gradualness of change, rather than high difference
thresholds for motion changes, which makes acceleration and deceleration difficult to
perceive  (1976).
The object motion literature indicates that individuals are good at detecting
differences in speed of two independent objects and poor at detecting changes in speed of
an object s motion.  Individuals appear to be insensitive to detecting changes in speed,
and this insensitivity is amplified as the rate of change decreases (i.e., smaller speed
differences).  The question is whether the difficulties participants experience in detecting
a change in object motion generalize to the perception of self-motion.
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Self-Motion
Langewiesche (1944) was one of the first to describe perspective during self-
motion and how it relates to safety in aviation.  In his book, Stick and Rudder, he
illustrates the complexity of an approach to landing.  Langewiesche describes flying,
But the main problem is the one of perception: Up there in the thin air with no reference
points near by, it is simply very difficult to judge exactly where you are and where you
are going  (Langewiesche, 1944).  His solution is to consciously practice visual tricks
which are judgments of perspective, and provides an example of a pilot attempting to
land.  As the plane flies towards the runway, a pilot expects a certain visual distortion
depending on the angle of his/her approach.  The distortion for a typical rectangular-
shaped runway is shown in Figure 1.  If the plane is high, the runway will be rectangular
and suffer no distortion (right side of Figure 1).  This suggests the pilot is too high and
will overshoot the runway.  If the runway is severely foreshortened, the pilot may be too
low and undershoot the runway (left side of Figure 1).  There is a certain perspective that
should look right  to the pilot when he or she is on the correct glide slope as shown in
the center picture of Figure 1 (Langewiesche, 1944).
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Figure 1.  An illustration of the perspectives a pilot might see on an approach to land
from Langewiesche s Stick and Rudder.  The image on the left shows a severely
foreshortened runway, which may indicate the pilot, is too low and will undershoot the
runway.  The image on the right shows a more rectangular runway with little distortion;
possibly indicating the pilot is too high and may overshoot the runway.  The center image
is an illustration of what the pilot might see when he/she is on a correct glide slope.  The
correct  perspective is dependent on each aircraft and outside conditions
(Langewiesche, 1944, p. 265).
The right perspective for a successful landing is dependent on the type of aircraft
and other external conditions.  For example, a large commercial plane may need a
shallower glide slope than a fighter jet, thus a different perspective would signify a safe
glide slope for each aircraft.  External factors, such as heavy wind, may affect the path to
land, perhaps requiring a steeper or shallower approach.  Despite the different
perspectives required for different conditions, the distortion of the runway is lawful.  It
does not depend on absolute height or distance; rather it relies on the angle from which it
is viewed.  As a result, there is only one correct  distortion of the landing area for each
desired glide slope, regardless of height or distance (Langewiesche, 1944).
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Langewiesche illustrates the importance of lawful visual cues with this example:
The beginning student judges by absolute heights and absolute
distances, and by memory.  He remembers that if he is to hit it right,
he must glide past that certain tree at about twice the tree s height.
He remembers that, in order to do so, he must cross a certain road
at about the height of a fifth-floor window, with the grass in the
fields looking thus-and-thus .  This kind of judgment, by absolute
heights and absolute distances, is all wrong.  It will not work except
in one s home field, in one s familiar ship, under familiar conditions
of wind.  Obviously it can t work on a strange field or if the altimeter
isn t set to zero for the field or if there is a strong wind or no wind at
all or if the pilot switches to a cleaner ship that has a shallower
glide or, for that matter, if someone chops down that tree!
Langewiesche (1944, p. 265).
 Langewiesche s intuitions about laws of perspective and visual tricks  was the
start of a whole line of research that has paid close attention to visual invariants inherent
to motion.  His intuitions were formalized by J.J. Gibson, who concentrated on the lawful
structure and organization of the environment.  He focused on cues that are useful for
everyday activities, such as locomotion.
As a person moves through the world, objects in the environment distort in lawful
ways.  Motion parallax, defined as the apparent movement of physically stationary
objects relative to one another and to the observer  is one way to describe the invariant
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cues of locomotion (Gibson, Olum & Rosenblatt, 1955).  This theory describes that while
looking out the side of a moving vehicle, one would see objects closest to the viewer
moving much faster than objects farther away.  Large objects, such as mountains, in the
very far distance would appear stationary.  Motion parallax primarily explains lateral
displacement, but leaves out expansion rate, which is an important cue that helps explain
linear movement during terrestrial locomotion (Gibson et al., 1955).
  To account for this discrepancy, Gibson has expanded motion parallax and
coined the term motion perspective (1955) to include the additional dimension created
from linear movement, expansion rate, while still accounting for lateral displacement.
The target object, or an object in the line of motion, will appear to expand as it is
approached.  The expansion rate is the time derivative of the optical angle of the object
and is inversely proportional to distance.  At greater distances away, the expansion rate
will be minimal.  As an object approaches the observer with a constant speed, the rate of
magnification of that object on the retina is accelerated.  The closer the object is to a
person s eye, the faster it magnifies on the retina.
An important feature of this theory is a focus point called the expansion point,
which specifies an invariant in the optic array; specifically this point appears stationary
relative to others.  The apparent velocity of spots on a surface not only diminishes
toward zero at the horizon of the surface; it also diminishes toward zero at the spot where
the line of locomotion intersects the surface  (Gibson et al., 1955).  From the focus point,
a centrifugal pattern of flow radiates.  A person can control their direction by keeping
their target located in the center of the centrifugal pattern of flow.  Gibson had coined this
procedure as symmetricalizing  the stimulation (Gibson, 1986).  If a person is on a
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straight path and looking in the direction of motion, the expansion point specifies the
direction they are headed.  Figure 2 provides an illustration of the centrifugal pattern of
flow during an aircraft landing.
Figure 2.  An illustration of a centrifugal pattern of optic flow taken from Gibson (1979,
p.125).  The flow (arrows) begins at one central point on the runway, which is the focus
of expansion.  The length of the arrows represents the speed of the optic flow.  Longer
lines represent faster flow rates.
Rik Warren (1976) was among the first to begin empirically testing Gibson s flow
field hypotheses, testing the link between geometric patterns of flow fields and human
performance.  Warren suggested the information Gibson specified can be coupled with
another optical primitive, a higher order Global Optical Flow Rate (GOFR).  The
mathematical formulas are equivalent; however Warren explicates a global factor.  The
following is the mathematical Law of Motion Perspective (Gibson et al., 1955):
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/dt = (V/s) (sin  cos  + sin2  cos  cot )
The variables are defined as follows:
V =  speed
s =  distance between the eye (nodal point) and a point on the surface that one
  is moving towards
 =   angular separation of the light rays reflected from a point located on the
plane to the point of impact
 = angle determined by two lines perpendicular to the line of locomotion, one
line ending at a fixed point on the same plane and the other line ending at
a point in the direction of the object
 =  angle of approach, ranging from 0o to 90o for parallel and perpendicular
locomotion respectively
Figure 3.  Illustration of the Law of Motion Perspective taken from Gibson et al. (1955,
p.378).
The equation can be parsed into two distinct terms indicated by the parentheses.
The first portion is speed divided by the  term, which represents the distance between
the eye and a point on the surface.  Warren reworked the equation such that the first part
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became the speed divided by the height off the ground (V/h) and thus represents a global
variable, the Global Optical Flow Rate (Warren, 1982).  This variable is considered
global because it is reflected in the flow rate for every visible texture point, independent
of location (the position of an object in space).  This GOFR is directly proportional to the
speed of self-motion, and inversely related to the distance to the object or altitude of the
observer.  It is measured in eye heights per second.  The explication of the global variable
was a unique contribution by Warren (1982).  The second portion of the equation
represents local variables.  These are local because they are a function of the specific
location of the point in space and depend on the local geometry.
Related to motion perspective, edge rate can be defined as the number of
discontinuities that flow over the retina in a certain amount of time (Denton, 1980).  Edge
rate is dependent on systematic changes in density, while global optical flow is not.  Edge
rate can be seen in a vehicular situation, as a car passes by the center stripes on a
highway, the driver forms a perception of how fast he/she is speeding past the stripes.
This gives the driver information about speed.  If this rate is changed, the driver perceives
a respective increase/decrease in speed.
Denton investigated the effects of edge rate by creating a situation where edge
rate would increase independent of speed.  The traffic lines approaching a round-about
traffic intersection on a dangerous roadway were painted closer together to see if an
increasing edge rate could alter drivers  habits of approaching too fast.  Denton
discovered that by manipulating the geometry of the visual scene, perceptions of speed
could be changed.  This is true even if the actual speed is not changing.  With the new
lines, drivers were more cautious when approaching the intersection (Denton, 1980).
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Global optical flow rate and edge rate are two sources of information that have
been hypothesized to affect speed perception, with the primary point of contention being
which source dominates human judgments of speed.  Early studies have shown a greater
influence of edge rate on speed than GOFR (Owen & Wolpert, 1984; Larish & Flach,
1990), and later studies have found the opposite, global optical flow rate as the dominant
information over edge rate in speed perception (Dyre, 1997).  More recently, this
discrepancy has been shown to be mediated by the validity of each individual source of
information (Ballard, Roach, & Dyre, 1998).  People tend to favor the more reliable
index. GOFR can be a reliable index of self-motion, provided the altitude or eye height is
not changing dramatically (Patrick, Flach, & Jacques, 2003).  Edge rate is directly
proportional to speed when the discontinuities are lawful (Denton, 1980).  Hence, when
texture density is manipulated judgments tend to be consistent with GOFR.  When
altitude is manipulated, judgments tend to be consistent with edge rate.  It is clear both
altitude and texture change impact speed judgments, however the impact is not
proportional to either.  The consistent pattern across studies that have manipulated both
GOFR and edge rate is that judgments are an additive function of speed, edge rate, and
GOFR.
To illustrate the additive effects, results from Patrick s 2002 paper are shown in
Figure 4.  Patrick had participants watch a flight trajectory and then asked them to judge
the magnitude of altitude and speed change at the end of each trajectory.  In Figure 4,
judgments above the x-axis meant the participant thought speed was increasing and
judgments below the x-axis meant the participant felt speed was decreasing.  Each
separate line represents a different manipulation to speed (i.e., a different change in
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speed), and thus differences in GOFR across the x-axis are a result of altitude changes.  If
the participant was using only an edge rate strategy, the GOFR change across the x-axis
would not matter, and thus each different speed change would have a horizontal line (no
slope).  If the participant was using only a GOFR strategy, the GOFR across the x-axis
would be the sole driver of perception, and thus the line would have a positive slope, such
that every increase in GOFR would cause an increase in perceived speed.  Clearly neither
of those strategies was used independently, and the parallel lines indicate an additive
impact of speed (edge rate) and GOFR.  The intercepts reflect the contribution of speed
(edge rate) and the slopes reflect the contribution of GOFR.  Patrick s results suggest that
altitude judgments were affected by changes in speed, and vice versa.  The judgments
were in a direction that was consistent with a Global Optical Flow Rate hypothesis, but
the relative impact of altitude and speed were additive and not proportional.
Figure 4.  Results from Patrick s 2002 study demonstrate an additive effect of edge rate
and GOFR.
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A follow-up study was done by Junaid in 2005.  Participants viewed a series of
trajectories during which altitude, speed, or both were changing.  A primary difference
between Junaid s and Patrick s studies was that in Junaid s experiment, participants
responded to the change at the instant they detected it, rather than waiting until the end of
the trial to signal a change.  It required participants to detect gradual accelerations, which
proved to be far more difficult than anticipated.  The results suggested that altitude has a
significant impact on the perception of speed; however, the data did not support a Global
Optical Flow Rate strategy.  Participants were often responding below chance levels, thus
implying they were not able to see the speed changes (Junaid, 2005).
In sum, the pattern emerging from the literature of ego-motion suggests that
people have difficulty distinguishing speed changes from altitude changes.  Further, there
are suggestions that, consistent with the literature on object motion, people may have
difficulty detecting gradual changes in speed (acceleration) using only optical flow
information.
To date, most studies have looked at the perception of speed and the interaction of
speed and altitude in terms of passive judgment tasks (i.e., Ballard et al., 1998; Denton,
1980; Dyre, 1997; Flach, Hagen & Larish, 1992; Flach & Warren, 1995; Junaid et al.,
2004; Larish & Flach, 1990; Owen & Wolpert, 1984; Patrick et al., 2003; Warren, 1982).
The present study investigated the ability of humans to actively regulate speed during a
low-altitude flight task as a function of global optical flow rate, speed, and the presence
or absence of a concurrent altitude disturbance.  The participant used a joystick control to
compensate for changes to speed by inputting an opposite control.  The effects of speed
and altitude on speed judgments were examined.
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METHOD
Participants
 A total of four graduate students from a medium sized Midwestern university
voluntarily participated in this study.  All participants were male, with ages ranging from
23-28. Participants received monetary compensation for their time.
Apparatus
The software package Multigen Paradigm LynX Prime (Ver 1.2) was used to
design and operate the flight simulation.  Individual elements that appear in the
simulation (ground textures) were created using Multigen-Creator (Ver 2.6).
The study took place in the CAVEâ (Computer Automated Virtual
Environment), a room-sized (10ft3) virtual reality environment with a 360-degree video
display (see Figure 5).  The CAVE is controlled by numerous Wintel computers, which
can display high-resolution stereoscopic images on four rear-projected walls and the
floor.  The walls are each 10 feet by 10 feet.
  Reports have suggested that users of the CAVE are less likely to experience
simulator sickness than other types of most virtual display systems.  However, to ensure
the safety and well-being of our subjects, we administered the Simulator Sickness
Questionnaire (SSQ) (Kennedy et al., 1993; See Appendix A) to determine the possible
presence of simulator sickness.  A battery of postural stability measures (similar to a
roadside sobriety test; see Appendix B) was administered with the SSQ.    These were
administered immediately before and immediately after each experimental session.  If
pre-tests had shown the subject was not in good health, he/she would not have been
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allowed to participate.  All participants  pre-tests demonstrated good health, thus no
subject s participation was prevented.  If the post-exposure tests had not returned to pre-
exposure tests levels, subjects were required to remain on-site for an additional 20
minutes, and the measure would be administered again.  One participant was required to
wait an additional 20 minutes after one session, and then the results returned to pre-
exposure levels.  No subjects were severely impacted from the CAVE.
Figure 5.  A mockup of the CAVEâ facility.
After the initial testing, the subjects were seated in the center of the CAVE and
wore headphones equipped with a head-tracking device.  The head tracker ensured the
horizon was placed at the participant s eye-height.  Each participant controlled speed
input with a Thrustmaster-HOTAS joystick, which was located at the end of the right
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armrest.  The joystick was self-centering and calibrated such that a forward motion would
cause an increase in speed of the simulation and a backwards motion would cause a
decrease in speed of the simulation, both proportional to the displacement of the stick
(i.e., first-order control system).  The control could neither affect the altitude nor any
other typical flight variables of the simulated aircraft.
Display
The flight environment was a flat ground plane, textured by irregularly sized
rectangles of various earth tones, as illustrated in Figure 6.  Prior studies have used three
types of ground textures: splay, depression, and grid (Junaid, 2005, Patrick, 2002) in an
attempt to prevent participants from relying on local, static cues, which had been reported
in previous studies (Junaid, 2005).  Splay texture has been demonstrated to be better
suited for altitude judgments and worst for speed judgments.  Depression texture has been
reported to be best suited for speed judgments and worst for altitude judgments.  Grid
texture has been shown to be second best for each type of judgment, and it incorporates
both types of information (altitude/speed).  While shown to be less effective in reference
to only one type of judgment (altitude/speed), it does appear to provide enough
information to do both effectively.
The vehicle  was a disembodied eye that moved forward as a joint function of
the initial speed, the speed disturbance, and the participant s control actions.  Changes in
speed were proportional to control displacement, so that a fixed displacement of the
control resulted in a fixed change of speed. The vehicle also moved up and down as a
function of the altitude disturbance on the trials when such a disturbance was present.
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Figure 6.  An illustration of the texture environment used for this study.
Disturbance
The disturbances for both speed and altitude were created with a sum of sine
waves.  The following equation was used to create the disturbances:
    D = A1sin(f1 + f ) + A2sin(f2 + f ) + A3sin(f3 + f ) + A4sin (f4 + f ) + A5sin (f5 + f ) + A6sin (f6 + f )
D = Disturbance
A= Amplitude
F = Frequency
f = Phase Shift
The possible frequencies of each sinusoidal disturbance ranged from 0.019 -
0.313 Hz.  This frequency range was chosen because of subjective and objective
descriptions of human abilities in Pew (1974).  Significant pilot testing was performed to
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determine a frequency range that yielded acceptable tracking performance.  Based on this
pilot testing, the lowest frequencies possible that still allowed sufficient separation for the
Fourier analysis were chosen to use as the disturbance frequencies (see Table 1).   Each
disturbance (speed or altitude) had 6 component frequencies (see Figure 7).  Disturbances
for speed and altitude were at different frequencies and were non-harmonically related
(essential for the power spectral analysis).
Frequency
Group
Frequency
Level 1
Frequency
Level 2
Frequency
Level 3
Frequency
Level 4
Frequency
Level 5
Frequency
Level 6
1 (lower) 0.019 0.073 0.127 0.183 0.231 0.287
2 (higher) 0.047 0.099 0.153 0.207 0.261 0.313
Table 1.  This table illustrates the two possible groups of frequencies (Hz).  The rows
under each Frequency Level are considered to be matched  frequencies (see text for
details).
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Figure 7.  An example of six possible component frequencies for a disturbance.
Frequencies differed in amplitude by a step function of 5:1.
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These component frequencies were grouped in such a way that there were
comparable frequencies for speed and altitude disturbances across the frequency
spectrum (see Figure 8).  The frequency level for each component was a value derived by
ranking each component from lowest to highest frequency (1-6), thus the lowest speed
disturbance and altitude disturbance component were both assigned a level of  and
were considered to be matched  for purposes of the analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Two possible groups of frequencies were used for both types of disturbance (see Table
1).  The frequencies were counterbalanced so that one type of disturbance (speed/altitude)
did not always have the higher or lower frequency group.  The grouping of frequencies
(i.e., which disturbance had the higher frequencies) varied for each block of trials.  The
phase of the sinusoidal disturbance shifted randomly from trial to trial.
The matched  frequencies were separated just enough to allow differentiation in
the spectral analysis.  A key factor in this grouping is the ability to track the frequency
type for later analyses.  The frequency type is an indication of which frequency group
(high or low) was used for which type of disturbance (speed or altitude).  This allowed
the differentiation of which disturbance the participant responded to.
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Figure 8.  Sample plot of matched  speed and altitude disturbance frequencies.  The
solid bars comprise one type of disturbance (speed or altitude), while the patterned bars
comprise the other disturbance.  Each disturbance (speed or altitude) has 6 component
frequencies.  These component frequencies are grouped in such a way that there are
comparable frequencies for speed and altitude disturbances on all places on the frequency
spectrum.  These matched  frequencies are separated just enough to allow the
researchers to differentiate the frequencies in the spectral analysis.
A cut-off of 0.165 Hz parsed the possible frequencies into high and low amplitude
groups.  Frequencies above 0.165 Hz had low amplitudes and frequencies below the cut-
off had high amplitudes (see Figures 7 & 8).  The frequencies differed in amplitude by a
step function, with the ratio between high and low frequency amplitudes being 5:1.
Varying the frequencies by a step function is a common convention used to dampen the
overwhelming effects of higher frequency changes.  Without this damping, the higher
frequencies could potentially dominate the perception.  Amplitudes for the altitude
disturbance were lower than those for speed disturbances (although still in a proportional
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5:1 step function).  Amplitudes were determined through pilot testing to produce
magnitudes that provided salient optical changes.
Procedure
This study examined the impact of different frequency disturbances to speed and
altitude on the human control of speed.  Participants began each trial by viewing motion
for an initial period of ten seconds.  During this initial viewing period, the motion was
constant (no speed or altitude change) and the purpose was to acquaint/reacquaint the
participant with the referent speed, which was the initial speed of 180 or 360 knots
(depending on the block).  This speed was the goal speed for the duration of the trial and
would remain the referent for all trials in a block.   I felt this duration was long enough
for the participant to become acquainted with the referent speed, and yet not long enough
to become excessive or add unnecessary fatigue.  Figure 9 shows a sample trial.  The
solid line shows what the speed profile might look like if there was no control input from
the participant and the speed disturbance was solely driving it.  The portion of the line
that is circled represents the initial viewing period.  The solid line is at a constant speed
(0 slope), and the dotted line extending from that initial viewing portion is the goal of the
participant.  A perfect  control would produce a speed profile that looks like a
horizontal line at the goal speed for the duration of the trial.
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Figure 9.  A sample trial that demonstrates what the speed profile might look like if there
was no control input from the participant, thus the speed disturbance was the sole driver.
The circled portion is the initial viewing period and the thick dotted line is the goal of the
participant.
The initial viewing period was made obvious to the participant with text that said
Get Ready  shown on the front screen, just above the horizon (see Figure 6).  At the end
of the initial viewing period, this text disappeared, indicating the start of the active
portion of the trial.  Starting the active portion meant disturbances to speed and
potentially to altitude (depending on the trial) could begin at any time.  From this point
on, the goal of the participant was to counteract any change in speed he/she saw by using
the joystick control.  Each participant was attempting to maintain a constant, unchanging
speed (the referent speed). The total duration for the active control segment was 150
seconds, thus total trial duration was 160 seconds.  The only feedback provided during
the actual trial were the changes in optical flow resulting from the combination of the
disturbance and the control input.  At the end of each trial, alpha-numeric feedback was
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provided that showed the participant s root mean squared error for the trial (see Figure
10).
Figure 10.  Illustration of the alpha-numeric feedback provided to participants at the end
of each trial.
Design
A 2x 2 x 2 x 6; (Speed x GOFR x Disturbance x Freq Level) repeated-measures
design was used.
All trials began at one of two initial speeds, either 180 or 360 knots.   The initial
speed of 180 knots is a common low-altitude cruising speed and has the potential of
being a critical speed for landing and/or stalling.  Above this speed, large changes may
induce an overshoot and below this speed, large changes may result in a stall (Junaid,
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2005).  The second initial speed of 360 knots was chosen for its potential implications for
low-level flights in military contexts.
The second independent variable manipulated was the global optical flow rate
(GOFR), measured in eye-heights per second.  The values of 1.0 and 0.5 eye-heights per
second were chosen for this variable, as they represent typical flow rates during low-
altitude flight.  As a reference point, a 1.0 eye-height per second rate is equivalent to the
flow rate of an average person briskly walking.  These three variables (speed, GOFR, and
altitude) were related such that specifying any two of them automatically specified the
third.  Table 2 illustrates the combination of these two variables, and the resulting altitude
properties.
Speed GOFR (eye heights/sec)
HIGH
1.0
LOW
0.5
SLOW
92.6 m/s
(180 knots)
92.6 meters
(303.8 feet)
185.2 meters
(607.6 feet)
FAST
185.2 m/s
(360 knots)
185.2 meters
(607.6 feet)
370.4 meters
(1215.2 feet)
Table 2.  Four speed and GOFR combinations.  The altitudes in grey satisfy the
combinations of the two independent variables.
There were two disturbance conditions: one with only speed disturbances and no
altitude disturbances during the trial and another with concurrent speed and altitude
disturbances during the trial.  The first condition occurred during the first half of the
experiment and altitude remained at the initial altitude value for the duration of the trial.
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The second half of trials incorporated disturbances to both speed and altitude.  This
methodology was used to track both the effects of speed and altitude on speed judgments.
Table 3 illustrates the experimental protocol.  Each subject participated in eight
blocks of trials (10 trials per block).  The first four blocks had disturbances to speed, and
no disturbances to altitude.  The last four blocks had both speed and altitude disturbances.
Each block in the first half had a different combination of speed and global optical flow
rate.  The four possible combinations of speed and GOFR were repeated in the second
half of the experiment (i.e., Blocks 5-8).   The order was counterbalanced to avoid order
effects.  Overall, each participant faced a total of 80 trials, which translated to roughly
four hours of experimental testing for each participant.
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Subject
Block 1 2 3 4
1
(10 trials)
No Alt Dist
High GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 1
Low GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 1
High GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 1
Low GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 1
2
No Alt Dist
Low GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 2
High GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 2
Low GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 2
High GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 2
3
No Alt Dist
High GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 1
Low GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 1
High GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 1
Low GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 1
4
No Alt Dist
Low GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 2
High GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 2
Low GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 2
High GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 2
5
(10 trials)
With Alt Dist
High GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 1
Alt Dist 2
Low GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 1
Alt Dist 2
High GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 1
Alt Dist 2
Low GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 1
Alt Dist 2
6
With Alt Dist
Low GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 2
Alt Dist 1
High GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 2
Alt Dist 1
Low GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 2
Alt Dist 1
High GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 2
Alt Dist 1
7
With Alt Dist
High GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 1
Alt Dist 2
Low GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 1
Alt Dist 2
High GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 1
Alt Dist 2
Low GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 1
Alt Dist 2
8
With Alt Dist
Low GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 2
Alt Dist 1
High GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 2
Alt Dist 1
Low GOFR
Slow Speed
Speed Dist 2
Alt Dist 1
High GOFR
Fast Speed
Speed Dist 2
Alt Dist 1
Table 3.  This is a counterbalancing scheme for the combination of global optical flow
rate, speed, and the frequency grouping (i.e., high or low).
Dependent Measures
 To investigate the sensitivity to speed changes, this study used a spectral analysis
similar to strategies used by Flach et al. (1992) and Johnson and Phatak (1990).  The
sum-of-sines disturbance for both speed and altitude were constructed from interleaved
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non-harmonically related sine waves, which provided a unique frequency signature for
each disturbance. To the extent that the human speed controlling behavior is linear, the
frequency signature could be used to isolate control actions associated with the speed
disturbance from control actions associated with the altitude disturbance. The frequency
properties of the actual speed flown provided an index of the effects of these control
actions on observer motion.
 The dependent variables for each trial included the mean error, variable error, root
mean squared error (RMSE), control amplitude, speed amplitude, speed/speed
disturbance, and control/speed disturbance.  The time histories of the control response, as
well as the frequency and spectral responses were examined.
RESULTS
Time Domain
The response of each participant for each trial can be plotted as a time history.
Figure 11 shows an example of a time history for a trial during which a participant was
tracking a target speed of 180 knots.  The time history plots the actual speed, the speed
disturbance, and the speed error for the duration of the trial.  The target speed of 92.6 m/s
(180 knots) is also represented on the graph to indicate how far the actual speed is from
the target speed.
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Figure 11.  Sample time history of a trial.  The actual speed, speed disturbance, and mean
speed error are represented on the graph.  The target speed is represented by a dashed
line.
 From the time history of each trial, we calculated the dependent measures of
error.  The error term represents the difference between the actual speed during the trial
and the target speed (either 180 or 360 knots).  The root mean squared error (RMSE) is
calculated by squaring the difference between the target and actual speed before each
value is summed, eliminating the possibility of negative values counteracting positive
ones.  Squaring the values also impacts the relative influence of each error on the total
RMSE.  The larger errors will produce a larger impact on the total error value, and the
smaller values will produce a lesser impact.  The square root is taken to convert the value
back to units comparable to the original units.  The following is the equation for the root
mean squared error:
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N
 (XTargetSpeed  XActual Speed)2
i= 1
RMSE  =   SQRT
N
The root mean squared error can be broken down into two component error measures:
mean error and variable error.  These components are calculated with the following
formulas:
Mean Error ( )  = N
ei
i= 1
       N
e = (goal speed  actual speed)
Variable Error  =   SQRT
N
 (mean error ( )  ei)
i= 1
       N
RMSE   =  SQRT ( (mean error)2  + (variable error) 2 )
The first component error measure is the mean error, which indicates the
difference between the participant s mean speed and the target speed.  This is calculated
by integrating (summing) the error over the entire duration of the trial and dividing it by
the duration.  A potential problem with this measure is the ambiguity that results from
errors that are symmetrical around a mean.  If there was the same amount of positive
error (faster than the target speed) and negative error (slower than the target speed), each
would cancel out in the average, resulting in zero error, which may look like perfect (0
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error) control (Jagacinski & Flach, 2003).  Symmetrical errors could lead to falsely
inferring no error took place, thus it is important to examine the mean error value along
with the other error measures.
The second component of the RMSE value is the variable error, which reflects the
consistency of the participant s control.  Higher variable errors indicate less consistency.
This value shows the variability of the error with respect to the participant s mean speed,
rather than with respect to the target speed.
Individual Results
 The following two tables (4 & 5) give an indication of how each participant
performed.  Table 4 provides overall error values that include both with and without
altitude disturbance conditions.  Table 5 separates the two altitude disturbance conditions
into individual error scores.
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Speed Error
Subject
Number
RMSE Mean Error  Variable Error
1 45.90 -20.59 35.89
2 39.71 -8.56 35.19
3 36.13 -14.19 31.35
4 31.77 1.81 29.38
Table 4.  Individual speed error scores averaged across all conditions.  Negative mean
error scores indicate that the participant maintained overall speeds that were faster than
the goal speed.  Positive mean error scores indicate the overall speeds were too slow.
Speed Error
Subject
Number
RMSE Mean Error Variable Error
1 Without
Altitude
Disturbance
31.17 1.52 29.66
1 With
Altitude
Disturbance
60.63 -42.70 42.06
2 Without
Altitude
Disturbance
40.39 -13.56 34.68
2 With
Altitude
Disturbance
39.03 -3.55 35.70
3 Without
Altitude
Disturbance
35.03 -11.19 31.62
3 With
Altitude
Disturbance
37.23 -17.18 31.08
4 Without
Altitude
Disturbance
31.72 -2.51 28.98
4 With
Altitude
Disturbance
31.82 6.12 29.78
Table 5.  Individual speed error scores separated by altitude disturbance condition.
Negative mean error scores indicate that the participant maintained overall speeds that
were faster than the goal speed.  Positive mean error scores indicate the overall speeds
were too slow.
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Group Results
Error scores (RMSE, mean, variable) were analyzed with a four factor [global
optical flow rate (2), speed (2), presence/absence of altitude disturbance (2), and trial
number (10)] repeated-measures design analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
The main effect of global optical flow rate on the RMSE scores was not
significant, F(1,3) = 3.068, p = 0.178; however, there was a significant interaction
between altitude disturbance, speed, and trial on RMSE scores, F (9, 27) = 3.182, p < .05
(see Figure 12).    The RMS error was greater for the conditions when the altitude
disturbance was present (dotted lines in Figure 12).  Within each altitude condition, both
with and without altitude disturbances (dotted and solid lines respectively), the slow
speed produced less RMS error than the fast speed.  The main effect of altitude
disturbance on RMSE was not significant.
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Figure 12.  Three-way interaction of altitude disturbance, speed, and trial on RMSE.
Higher RMSE scores indicate more error.  Altitude disturbance conditions had more
overall RMS error than the no altitude disturbance conditions, and the slow speed
conditions had less RMS error than the fast speed conditions within each altitude
category.
Mean Error
For the mean error scores, the main effect of global optical flow rate was also not
significant, F(1,3) = 1.497, p = 0.309; however, there was a significant interaction
between altitude disturbance, speed, and trial on mean error scores, F (9, 27) = 3.195, p <
.05.  Figure 13 illustrates this interaction.  The absolute value indicates the magnitude of
the error and the direction, negative in this case, indicates the actual speed was faster than
the goal speed.  The magnitude (absolute value) of mean error was greater when the
altitude disturbance was present (dotted lines in Figure 13), and this effect was more
pronounced at later trials.  With practice (i.e., at later trials), participants in the no-
altitude disturbance condition seemed to learn how to better control the speed as their
mean error was reduced at later trials; however, for the altitude disturbance trials, no such
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learning (practice) effects seemed to occur.  Within the altitude disturbance condition,
slow speeds produced greater mean error than fast speeds.  Conditions without altitude
disturbances did not demonstrate a clear effect of speed.  The main effect of altitude
disturbance on mean error values was not significant.
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Figure 13.  Three-way interaction of altitude disturbance, speed, and trial on mean error.
Mean error is graphed such that lower scores illustrate greater error.  Altitude disturbance
conditions had more overall mean error, and this was more pronounced at later trials.
Variable Error
The main effect of global optical flow rate was significant on the variable error
scores, F(1,3) = 13.159, p < .05.  Specifically, the faster global optical flow rate (1.0 eye-
heights/second) had less variable error than slower global optical flow rate.
 There was a significant four-way interaction between altitude disturbance, speed,
global optical flow rate, and trial number, F (9, 27) = 2.629, p < .05.  Trials with altitude
disturbances had more total variable error than conditions without altitude disturbances
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(see Figure 14).  For the no altitude conditions, the slow speed conditions generated less
variable error than the fast speed conditions, as did the higher GOFR conditions when
compared to the low GOFR conditions.  For the concurrent altitude disturbance
conditions, there is less of a distinction between slow and fast speeds and between high
and low GOFRs.  The condition with a slow speed and high GOFR produced the least
amount of variable error.    The main effect of altitude disturbance on mean error was not
significant, however there were main effects of speed and GOFR, F (1,3) = 10.147, p <
.05 and F (1,3) = 13.159, p < .05 respectively.  The slow speed produced less variable
error than the fast speed, as did the high GOFR when compared to the low GOFR.
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Figure 14.  Four-way interaction of altitude disturbance, speed, GOFR, and trial on
variable error.  The top graph shows trials without altitude disturbances, and the bottom
graph has trials with an altitude disturbance.  Overall, the non-altitude disturbance trials
had less variable error than the trials with an altitude disturbance.
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Frequency Domain
The second step to understanding the data was to look at the frequency domain.
The time history is composed of a signal that extends over time.  This signal can be
converted into the frequency domain by breaking the signal into the sum of sine waves
that comprise it.  Fourier analysis is the mathematical procedure used to decompose a
time signal into its component sine waves, looking at their amplitudes, frequencies, and
phases.  Fourier analysis was performed on each trial using 4,096 data points, sampled at
a rate of 33 Hertz over a period of approximately 124 seconds. After the Fourier analysis
was completed, the frequency of each component was plotted against the amplitude.
A sample of performance as a function of frequency is shown in Figure 15.  This
plot shows the speed disturbance, altitude disturbance, actual speed, and control
(joystick) input.  The large dotted line represents the speed disturbance, comprised of six
component sine waves at two different amplitudes.  Six peaks are shown that are
associated with those six component frequencies (.047 .099 .153 .207 .261 .313).  This
dotted line is the amount of power the actual speed would have if the participant did
nothing.
The solid line is the actual speed, which shows the effect of the participant s
control. His/her task was to counteract the disturbance, and to the extent that the control
was successful, the actual speed (solid line) would be lower than the speed disturbance
(large dotted line).  Note that at the lower frequencies, the speed amplitude was lower
than the disturbance, thus the controller was effective. At the higher frequencies, the
participant either did not control the disturbance at all or exacerbated it. This trend was
consistent across all participants.
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A third line (dot-dash) shows the altitude disturbance that was present in the
second half of the experiment.  Note that again there are six peaks corresponding to the
six sine waves comprising this disturbance.  Also note that these peaks are interleaved
with the speed disturbances so that the two disturbances cover a similar range of
frequencies.
The small dotted line in Figure 15 is the participant s control.  Peaks in this
function indicate power in the control activity associated with specific frequencies. As
can be seen, there are peaks at frequencies that reflect both the speed disturbance and the
altitude disturbance. This suggests that the participant is responding to both disturbances
 compensating for the speed disturbance (as instructed), but failing to ignore the altitude
disturbance.
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Figure 15.  Sample frequency plot for one trial.  The speed disturbance, actual speed, and
joystick control are plotted with respect to their frequency and amplitude.
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The main purpose of the spectral analysis was to trace the multiple disturbances
through the system to see what the participant responded to (i.e., a power spectral
analysis).  A power spectral analysis was possible because each of the component
frequencies were non-harmonically related, thus to the extent that the system behaved
linearly, the frequency could be used to trace the impact on flight performance and
control.  For example, if the participant responded to disturbances other than speed, such
as altitude, spikes would appear at the corresponding frequencies in the control power
spectrum.  If they were solely responding to the speed disturbances, spikes would occur
only at those frequencies.  This type of analysis allows the examination of the
microstructure of the control-disturbance relations.
 Four main dependent variables were used to examine the differences in the
microstructure of the control:  control amplitude, speed amplitude, actual speed/speed
disturbance, and control/speed disturbance.
Control Amplitude  represented by the small dotted line in Figure 15.  This is the
  amount of control at each frequency level that a participant used to
  counteract the disturbance.
Speed Amplitude  represented by the solid line in Figure 15.  This is the actual
 speed and shows the combination of the participant s control and the
 disturbance on the actual speed.
Speed / Speed Disturbance  ratio of the speed amplitude (solid line) to the speed
 disturbance (large dotted line).  This measure gives an indication of the
 effectiveness of the control strategy.  The smaller the ratio the better the
 control.
Control / Speed Disturbance  amount of control relative to the speed disturbance.
 This measure takes the different amplitudes (step-function) into account.
All dependent measures were analyzed with a six-factor [global optical flow rate
(2), speed (2), presence/absence of altitude disturbance (2), trial number (10), level of
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frequency (6), and disturbance type (2)] repeated-measures design analysis of variance
(ANOVA).
Speed/Speed Disturbance
 The speed/speed disturbance measure is a ratio that gives an indication of the
participants  ability to null out the speed disturbance, thus it is essentially a measure of
control effectiveness.  It is calculated at each of the six frequency levels.  If the ratio is
one, the speed disturbance is solely driving the actual speed and the participant has no
impact.  A ratio less than one would indicate the person is effectively negating the
disturbance at that frequency.  If the ratio is greater than one, the controller is
exacerbating the disturbance.  He/she is introducing more variability than the disturbance
alone creates.
As shown in Figure 16, there was a significant interaction between frequency type
and frequency level, F(5,15) = 7.642, p < .05.  The actual speed/speed disturbance ratios
at the speed disturbance frequencies reflect the participants  effectiveness (or
ineffectiveness) at controlling the speed disturbance.  As expected, participants were able
to successfully control the speed disturbance; however, this was only true at the lower
three frequency levels.  Participants were unable to successfully control above the third
frequency level.  For the altitude disturbance frequencies, ratios were consistently above
one.  Any control at the altitude frequencies simply exacerbated the speed disturbance.
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Figure 16.  This figure illustrates the participants  effectiveness at controlling the speed
disturbance.  A critical boundary of 1 separates effective (below 1) from ineffective
(above 1) control.  Participants were only able to control the speed disturbance at the
lowest three frequencies.
Control Amplitude/Speed Disturbance
 The control amplitude/speed disturbance is a ratio that provides the relative
amount of control at each frequency.  The amplitudes of the disturbances differ by a step-
function, and this variable takes that difference into account by dividing the control by
the amplitude of the disturbance.  It is calculated at each of the six frequency levels.
 There was a significant interaction between altitude disturbance, frequency level,
and frequency type, F(5,15) = 4.686, p < .05 (see Figure 17).  Both frequency types
demonstrated more relative control at the higher frequencies and less relative control for
the lower three frequencies, as indicated by a significant main effect, F(5,15) = 7.398, p <
.05.  Trials with altitude disturbances present had more overall relative control than the
trials without altitude disturbances, also indicated by a significant main effect, F(1, 3) =
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10.998, p < .05.  At the speed frequencies, the difference in the relative control for
conditions with and without an altitude disturbance was more pronounced at the higher
three frequencies, specifically, the altitude disturbance conditions produced more relative
control at the high frequencies.  The lower frequencies only have a negligible difference
between the conditions.  This pattern of results was not consistent at the altitude
frequencies; rather, the altitude disturbance conditions had higher relative control across
the board, regardless of frequency level.
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Figure 17.  Three-way interaction of altitude disturbance, frequency level, and frequency
type on relative control amplitude (Control Amp/Speed Disturbance) is plotted as a
function of frequency level.   Higher relative control amplitudes specify more control.
Control Amplitude
 The Control Amplitude (small dotted line in Figure 15) illustrates how active a
controller was on the joystick control at each frequency level.  Higher amplitudes signify
more control.  This measure is not relative to the disturbance amplitudes, thus as a result
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of the differing amplitudes, a direct comparison between the lower three and higher three
frequencies may not represent actual differences in participant control.
There was a significant five-way interaction between altitude disturbance, speed,
global optical flow rate, frequency level, and frequency type on the control amplitude,
F(5,15) = 3.078, p < .05.   As demonstrated above, the participants were unable to
successfully control the disturbance at the three highest levels of frequencies, thus further
analysis will focus on the lowest three that afforded the possibility of successful control.
The five-way interaction between altitude disturbance, speed, global optical flow
rate, frequency level, and frequency type on the control amplitude (shown in Figure 18)
was not significant when we excluded the higher three frequencies; however, Figure 18 is
important because it helps one visualize the relationship between the five variables.  The
graphs were parsed in two ways.  Figures 18a and 18b focus on the frequencies
associated with the speed disturbance, and Figures 18c and 18d contain the frequencies
associated with the altitude disturbance.  The first graph of each (a & c) contains
conditions without an altitude disturbance and the second graph (b & d) contains
conditions with an altitude disturbance.  For the frequencies associated with the speed
disturbance (a & b), higher control is related to better performance; in contrast, lower
control is associated with better performance for the frequencies associated with the
altitude disturbance (c & d).  Participants were expected to counteract the speed
disturbance and ignore the altitude disturbance, so any control at the altitude disturbance
frequencies merely exacerbates the speed disturbance.
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Figure 18.  The five-way interaction of altitude disturbance, speed, global optical flow
rate, frequency level, and frequency type on control amplitude is plotted as a function of
the three lowest frequency levels.  A and B include only frequencies associated with the
speed disturbance, and higher control amplitudes specify more control.  C and D include
only frequencies associated with the altitude disturbance, and lower control at these
frequencies is associated with better performance.  Figure A and C have no altitude
disturbances, while B and D contain trials with altitude disturbances.
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In the first graph (Figure 18a, speed frequencies, no altitude disturbance), the
important feature to notice is the ordering of the data.  Global optical flow rate does not
appear to order the data in any meaningful way, however initial speed and altitude do.
Slower speeds and lower initial altitudes afforded the most control.  The middle altitudes
had the second most control, and the highest altitude had the least amount.
  Considering the trials with an altitude disturbance at the speed disturbance
frequencies, a different pattern emerged as shown in Figure 18b.  Speed no longer
ordered the data in any meaningful way and neither did global optical flow rate.  The
initial altitude condition still somewhat ordered the data, but in an interesting way.  The
control at the lowest altitude dropped substantially with the addition of an altitude
disturbance.  The control at the middle and high altitudes remained fairly consistent.  The
middle altitudes were now the highest controlled, and the highest altitude remained the
least controlled.
  The pattern of data for the altitude disturbance frequencies was somewhat
different than for the speed disturbance frequencies.  Inconsistent with above, neither
speed nor GOFR had a clear effect for the trials without an altitude disturbance (see
Figure 18c).  For the trials with an altitude disturbance, slow speeds tended to increase
the amount of control at the altitude frequencies and no clear effect of GOFR was shown
(see Figure 18d).  Again, any control at the altitude frequencies would simply exacerbate
the disturbance.
On the other hand, the patterns of the initial altitude condition were consistent
with the speed disturbance frequencies, in that altitude seemed to matter.  For the trials
without an altitude disturbance, the lowest initial altitude conditions had the least amount
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of control (the best) and the two higher altitudes seemed to have no substantial difference
in the amount of control.  With the addition of an altitude disturbance, again, the lowest
altitude was the most impacted.  All conditions saw an increase in control with the
addition of an altitude disturbance, but the lowest altitude saw the largest increase in
control.  It went from having the least control to one of the most controlled.
There were no main effects of altitude disturbance, speed, or GOFR on control
amplitude, F(1, 3) = 2.651, p  = 0.202; F(1, 3) = 3.099, p  = 0.177; and F(1, 3) = .252, p
= 0.650.  There were significant main effects of frequency level and frequency type on
control amplitude, F(5, 15) = 190.789, p <.05 and F(1, 3) = 85.546, p <.05, respectively.
Lower frequency levels had more overall control when compared to the higher
frequencies, and the frequencies associated with the speed disturbance had more control
than the altitude disturbance frequencies.
Speed Amplitude
The speed amplitude (solid line in Figure 15) gives an indication of the
effectiveness of the participants  control.  The goal of the participant is to reduce the
speed amplitude as much as possible, thus the lower the speed amplitude is the better the
control.
 There was a significant four-way interaction between altitude disturbance, speed,
global optical flow rate, and frequency level on the speed amplitude, F(5,15) = 3.055, p <
.05.  Consistent with the above reasoning, the lower three frequencies were examined
independently, and the four-way interaction was also significant for the three lower
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frequencies, F(2,6) = 6.224, p < .05.  Figure 19a illustrates this relationship for trials
without an altitude disturbance.
 As with the control amplitude, the important feature to notice is the order.  GOFR
does not appear to order the overall data in any meaningful way; however, consistent
with earlier results, initial speed and altitude do seem to order the data.  Control was more
effective at the slower initial speed and less effective at the faster initial speed.  The
conditions with the lowest altitude clearly had the best control.  The conditions with the
medium altitude had lesser control, and the highest altitude conditions had the worst
control.
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Figure 19.  Four-way interaction of altitude disturbance, speed, global optical flow rate,
and frequency level on speed amplitude is plotted as a function of the three lowest
frequency levels.  The top graph includes trials without an altitude disturbance, while the
bottom graph includes trials with a concurrent altitude disturbance.  Lower speed
amplitudes specify better control.
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 Examining the trials with an altitude disturbance, a different pattern emerges as
shown in Figure 19a.  Consistent with results from the control amplitude, neither speed
nor global optical flow rate order the data in any meaningful way, and the altitude pattern
changed in the same respect.  Namely, the effectiveness at the lowest altitude condition
suffered the most with the addition of an altitude disturbance.
Initial speed had a significant main effect on speed amplitude, F (1,3) = 13.791, p
< .05.  Particularly, the slow initial speed produced more effective control than the fast
initial speed.  There were also main effects of frequency level and frequency type, F (2,6)
= 17.132, p < .05 and F(1,3) = 189.722, p < .05.  Frequency level two produced the best
control, followed by frequency level three, and then frequency level one.  The speed
disturbance frequencies had more speed amplitude than the altitude frequencies.
The overall results across subjects were consistent for both the control and speed
amplitudes.  The amplitudes of the lower three frequency levels (the only effective
frequency levels) for each group (control and speed) were averaged and plotted in Figure
20.  The actual values for these variables can be found in Appendix C, where they are
ranked from best/most control at the top.  The bottom right portion of the graph in Figure
20 demonstrates high control activity and highly effective control.  The best control
would be located in this coordinate.  As previously mentioned, the overall data was not
ordered by GOFR, regardless of the presence or absence of an altitude disturbance.  For
the no-altitude disturbance condition, initial speed and altitude seemed to order the data.
The slowest speed and lowest altitudes both produced the best control during the no-
altitude disturbance conditions.  The conditions with the medium altitude had lesser
control, and the highest altitude conditions had the worst control.  With the addition of an
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altitude disturbance, the lowest altitude condition was the most impacted, and this
substantial shift is illustrated in the top line in Figure 18.  The point that represents the
low-altitude condition is located in the lower right portion of the graph (best control) in
the bottom line, and then shifts to substantially less effectiveness and less control, a much
larger individual change than any other condition with the addition of an altitude
disturbance.
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Figure 20.  The patterns of the variables for the average control and speed amplitude
scores are presented (includes only the lower three frequency levels).  Lower Speed
Amplitudes represent more effective control and higher Control Amplitudes represent
higher levels of control activity.  The bottom right corner signifies the best control.  Each
point is described in terms of the conditions that were averaged to produce that point.
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Individual Data
Further examination of the individual performance was done to determine if the
overall results were consistent across individuals.  Figure 21 illustrates the patterns for
each individual participant.  The amplitudes of the lower three frequency levels were
averaged and plotted, and the actual values can be found in Appendix D, where they are
ranked from best/most control at the top.  In Figure 21, high control amplitudes specify
more control and low speed amplitudes specify more effective control, thus the bottom
right quadrant represents the most effective control and most control activity.
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Figure 21.  The patterns of the variables for each individual s control and speed
amplitude scores are presented (includes only the lower three frequency levels).  Lower
speed amplitudes represent more effective control and higher control amplitudes
represent higher levels of control activity.  The bottom right corner signifies the best
control.  Each point is described in terms of the conditions that were averaged to produce
that point.  The altitude conditions are highlighted with a grey box.
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Interestingly, the individual participants  patterns were not consistent with the
overall patterns.  It seems individual data was indeed ordered by GOFR and/or speed.
Three of the four participants demonstrated a pattern consistent with a GOFR strategy for
no altitude disturbance conditions (mixed between high and low being better) and two of
these for concurrent altitude disturbance conditions as well (high GOFR was better).
Two of the participants showed a pattern associated with speed at one time or another,
specifically slower speeds had more control.
 One pattern that seemed to remain fairly consistent in the individual data with
overall group averages was the ordering of altitude.  For no altitude disturbance
conditions, participants tended to show most and better control at the lower altitudes and
the least and worst control at the highest altitude.  For individual data first ordered by the
GOFR or speed, altitude further ordered the data within each initial group (see Tables 6
& 7).  To illustrate this ordering, take an example of a participant who was better at the
high GOFR than the low GOFR (i.e., Subject 3 in Tables 6 & 7).  The low GOFR
condition produced the most and best control, with one being at the middle altitude and
one at the highest altitude, and the worst control was with the high GOFR.  Within both
the fast and slow flow rates, the data is further ranked by altitude, with lower relative
altitudes in each group producing better performance than higher altitudes.  For the low
GOFR condition, the middle altitude was better than the high GOFR condition, thus
performance was further ranked by altitude.
 For trials with an altitude disturbance, the patterns of results for the initial altitude
changed.  The lowest altitude was the most impacted by the introduction of an altitude
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disturbance (shown in Tables 6 & 7).  Control at the lowest frequency dropped
substantially more than any other altitude when altitude disturbances were present.
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Table 6.  Rankings of each individual s control amplitude scores are presented (only the
lowest three frequency levels).  The top ranking demonstrates the most control, while the
bottom ranking is the least control.  The top half of the table includes trials without
altitude disturbances, while the bottom includes the altitude disturbance trials.
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Table 7.  Rankings of the each individual s speed amplitude scores are shown (only the
lowest three frequency levels).  The top ranking demonstrates the most effective control,
while the bottom ranking is the least effective control.  The top half of the table includes
trials without altitude disturbances, while the bottom includes the altitude disturbance
trials.
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DISCUSSION
Previous studies have consistently shown additive relations between speed (edge
rate), GOFR, and altitude on speed judgments, and the current study is no different.
Speed judgments were shown to be an additive function of all three variables, with
differing weights among each participant.  The different relative impact of these variables
across a wide variety of studies can be explained with one concise hypothesis:  speed
judgments are an additive function of signal and noise.  For visual speed judgments, the
signal  refers to any optical changes that result from actual changes in speed.  The
noise  includes any optical changes that do not result from actual changes in speed,
which might include things such as changes in altitude or changes in the edge rate
(discontinuities) that are not proportional to changes in speed.
The optical depression angle, as described in Flach and Warren (1995), provides a
context for examining the joint function of signal and noise on speed judgments.  The
optical depression angle ( ) specifies the angular position of a texture line perpendicular
to the line of motion (e.g., an edge line of a field or object during low-altitude flight).
Figure 20 illustrates different optical depression angles based on the height of the
observer.
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Figure 20.  Optical Depression Angle, adapted from Flach and Warren, 1995.
The optical depression angle considers both altitude and the distance of the
observer to the ground texture, and is expressed by the following equation:
 = arctan (z/xg)
For motion and the related optical flow, the change of angle is of particular
interest because the judgment of speed is a function of the optical depression angle and
its change.  The equation for the change in depression angle for rectilinear motion over a
flat ground plane is as follows:
' = ( /z) cos  sin   - [(xg'/z) sin2 ]
 To fully understand the logic behind the formula, it is important to consider the
formula in three distinct sections.  The first component, {( /z) cos  sin } accounts for
how changes in altitude ( ) affect the depression angle, essentially the noise  in the
current study.  Taking the rate of change in altitude divided by the current altitude ( /z)
1
2
z1
z2
xg
z1 z2
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results in a fractional change in altitude.  One important implication to note for this
component is that fractional changes in altitude scale any changes in the optical
depression angle.  When considering the impact of altitude change on speed judgment in
the present study, the fractional change of each altitude seemed more important than the
magnitude of each altitude change.
The second component of the formula {(xg'/z) sin2 } accounts for changes in the
optical depression angle resulting from forward motion of the observer.  This component
is what the participant is attempting to judge in the present study and is considered the
signal.   The first parenthesis (xg'/z) is the forward motion scaled to the altitude, which
is the global optical flow rate.  As such, it is directly proportional to the speed and
inversely proportional to the distance to the surface.
  A key point to understand is that that the angular impact of any motion will
always be fractionally related to the distance to the surface.  Altitude will always be a
factor!  The optical depression angle considers the fractional changes in altitude and is
specific to different altitudes.  On the other hand, global optical flow rate does not
consider fractional angular changes; thus, the expectation is that perception will not be
proportional to GOFR, but rather that perception will be a function of fractional angular
change.
 Prior studies have indisputably shown that changes in altitude impact speed
judgments (Flach, Junaid, & Warren, 2004; Patrick et al., 2003; Patrick, 2002).
Consistent with previous research, the current study provides clear evidence that altitude
change affects judgments of speed (ego-motion).  Control of speed was more difficult
when altitude disturbances were present, which resulted in the altitude disturbance
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conditions having significantly more error than conditions without an altitude
disturbance.  In addition, the current study has shown that altitude even had an impact
when no altitude disturbances were present.  Lower altitudes tended to have greater
control effectiveness and were also the most influenced by changes in altitude
(disturbances).  The lowest altitude provided the richest visual information; hence the
speed signal  was the most visible at this altitude, however so was the noise  (altitude
changes).  When altitude was constant, the speed changes were the most salient at the
lowest altitude, but when altitude disturbances began, this altitude suffered the greatest
performance decrement.  By the same rationale, the highest altitude conditions suffered
relatively small performance decrements as a result of altitude changes.
 The relative impact differed across participants.  For each participant, there was a
different ordering based on a different combination of the primary variables (i.e., speed,
GOFR, altitude).  Differences across individual participants might reflect differential
weighting of the angular rates as a function of angular position, which might be attributed
to different levels of skill. Future studies will provide more training with the hope that
with practice, participants will converge on a common weighting of these variables.
The idea that control of motion might reflect a weighting of angular position and
angular velocity is consistent with research done on collision control (Smith, Flach,
Dittman, & Stanard, 2001; Flach, Smith, Stanard, & Dittman, 2004).  Smith et al. asked
participants to hit a virtual approaching ball with the correct timing of a swing.  On this
collision task, individuals tended to converge on weightings of angle and angular rate that
satisfied the task requirement with practice.  This is the basis for our hypothesis that, with
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practice, participants will learn to weigh the angle and angular rate properties of the flow
field to improve control of speed.
Consistent with previous research, the current study provides clear evidence that
altitude change affects judgments of speed (ego-motion).  The fact that altitude does
impact judgments about speed may have implications for aircraft safety.  Misperceptions
have been linked to multiple aircraft accidents, ranging in level of severity.  Particularly
dangerous are those related to low-altitude maneuvers, where the window of safe
maneuvering is much smaller.  As shown above, the lower the altitude, the greater the
potential for misperceptions of speed and altitude.   We believe that it may be important
to alert pilots to the potential for misjudgment.  Pilots should be encouraged to pay
particular attention to their airspeed instruments during low-altitude flight.  When there is
little room for mistakes (i.e., at low-altitudes), it is critical to attend to the most reliable
sources.  Research to date suggests that the global optical flow rate may not always be the
most reliable source of information about speed.
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APPENDIX A
ID________  Date___/___/___ Session________ PRE or POST
SIMULATOR SICKNESS QUESTIONNAIRE
Instructions:  Circle the items that apply to you RIGHT NOW.
 SYMPTOM    RATING
1. General Discomfort  None  Slight  Moderate Severe
2. Fatigue None  Slight  Moderate Severe
3. Headache   None  Slight  Moderate Severe
4. Eye Strain   None  Slight  Moderate Severe
5. Difficulty Focusing  None  Slight  Moderate Severe
6. Increased Salivation None  Slight  Moderate Severe
7. Sweating   None  Slight  Moderate Severe
8. Nausea   None  Slight  Moderate Severe
9. Difficulty Concentrating None  Slight  Moderate Severe
10. "Fullness of the Head" None  Slight  Moderate Severe
11. Blurred Vision  None  Slight  Moderate Severe
12. Dizzy (eyes open)  None  Slight  Moderate Severe
13. Dizzy (eyes closed) None  Slight  Moderate Severe
14. Vertigo   None  Slight  Moderate Severe
15. Stomach Awareness** None  Slight  Moderate Severe
16. Burping   None  Slight  Moderate Severe
17. Other.  Please describe________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
**   "Stomach Awareness" is usually used to indicate a feeling of discomfort which is just
short of nausea.
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APPENDIX B
Postural Stability Test
During the postural stability tests, the participants will be asked to perform two tasks:
1) One-legged standing test:  stand on non-preferred leg with preferred leg tucked behind
the knee and resting on the calf of the non-preferred leg, with your arms folded in front of
your chest, eyes closed, but focused straight ahead.
2) Heel-toe (preferred leg in back): two-legged standing position, with your arms folded
in front of your chest, eyes closed, but focused straight ahead.
The participants must be able to perform each of these tasks for 30 seconds to pass the
test.
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APPENDIX C
Rankings of the average control and speed amplitude scores are presented (includes only
the lower three frequency levels).  The top ranking demonstrates the most (control amp)
or best (speed amp) control, while the bottom ranking is the least (control amp) or worst
(speed amp) control.
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APPENDIX D
Significant Results of a 4-Factor Repeated Measures ANOVA
GOFR (2) * Speed (2) * Altitude Disturbance (2) * Trial (10)
Root Mean Squared Error DF F Sig.
Speed * Trial (9,27) 3.129 0.010
AltDist * Speed * Trial (9,27) 3.182 0.009
Mean Error DF F Sig.
AltDist * Speed * Trial (9,27) 3.195 0.009
Variable Error DF F Sig.
Speed (1,3) 10.147 0.050
GOFR (1,3) 13.159 0.036
AltDist * Speed * GOFR * Trial (9,27) 2.629 0.025
Root Mean Squared Error -  Control  DF F Sig.
Speed * Trial (9,27) 4.065 0.002
AltDist * Speed * Trial (9,27) 3.117 0.011
Mean Error - Control DF F Sig.
AltDist * Speed * Trial (9,27) 3.236 0.009
Variance Control DF F Sig.
AltDist * Speed * Trial (9,27) 2.326 0.044
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APPENDIX E
Significant Results of a 6-Factor Repeated Measures ANOVA
GOFR (2) * Speed (2) * Altitude Disturbance (2) * Trial (10) * Frequency Level (6) * Frequency Type (2)
Actual Speed  / Speed Disturbance DF F Sig.
Freq Level (5, 15) 7.710 0.001
Freq Type (1,3) 12.272 0.039
AltDist * Speed * Trial (9,27) 2.503 0.031
AltDist * Freq Level (5,15) 4.731 0.009
AltDist * Freq Type (1,3) 14.989 0.030
AltDist * Speed * Trial * Freq Type (9,27) 3.385 0.007
Freq Level * Freq Type (5,15) 7.642 0.001
AltDist * Freq Level * Freq Type (5,15) 7.877 0.001
Control / Speed Disturbance DF F Sig.
AltDist (1,3) 10.998 0.045
Frequency Level (5,15) 7.398 0.001
Frequency Type (1,3) 19.050 0.022
AltDist * Speed * Trial (9,27) 2.481 0.033
AltDist * Frequency Level (5,15) 8.057 0.001
AltDist * Frequency Type (1,3) 12.800 0.037
Frequency Level * Frequency Type (5,15) 9.281 0.000
AltDist * Freq Level * Freq Type (5,15) 4.686 0.009
Control Amplitude DF F Sig.
Frequency Level (5,15) 190.789 0.000
Type Disturbance (1, 3) 85.546 0.003
Speed * GOFR * Frequency Level (5,15) 3.928 0.018
AltDist * Trial * Frequency Level (45, 135) 1.603 0.020
Speed * Freq Type (1, 3) 18.350 0.023
Speed * GOFR * Freq Type (1, 3) 14.145 0.033
Speed * GOFR * Trial * Freq Type (9,27) 2.718 0.021
Frequency Level * Freq Type (5,15) 42.827 0.000
AltDist * Freq Level * Freq Type (5,15) 3.769 0.021
Speed * Freq Level * Freq Type (5,15) 8.393 0.001
AltDist * GOFR * Freq Level * Freq Type (5,15) 4.109 0.015
AltDist * Speed * GOFR * Freq Level * Freq Type (5,15) 3.078 0.041
AltDist * Speed * Trial * Freq Level * Freq Type (45, 135) 1.614 0.019
Speed Amplitude DF F Sig.
Speed (1,3) 14.420 0.032
Frequency Level (5,15) 186.144 0.000
Frequency Type (1, 3) 216.454 0.001
Speed *  Frequency (5,15) 4.203 0.014
Altdist * Speed * GOFR * Freq (5,15) 3.055 0.043
Speed * Frequency Type (1,3) 8.441 0.062
Speed * Trial * Frequency Type (9,27) 4.190 0.002
Altdist * Speed * Trial * Freq Type (9,27) 2.738 0.021
Frequency Level * Freq Type (5,15) 141.519 0.000
Speed * Freq Level * Freq Type (5,15) 3.593 0.025
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APPENDIX F
Significant Results of a 6-Factor Repeated Measures ANOVA*
GOFR (2) * Speed (2) * Altitude Disturbance (2) * Trial (10) * Frequency Level (3) * Frequency Type (2)
***Only the Three Lowest Frequencies are Included
Control Amplitude DF F Sig.
Frequency Level (2,6) 78.804 0.000
Type Disturbance (1,3) 76.949 0.003
Speed * Freq Type (1,3) 19.447 0.022
Speed * GOFR * Freq Type (1,3) 15.940 0.028
Speed * GOFR * Trial * Freq Type (9,27) 2.292 0.046
AltDist * GOFR * Freq Level * Freq Type (2,6) 5.920 0.038
AltDist * Speed * Trial * Freq Level * Freq Type (18,54) 1.865 0.040
Speed * GOFR * Trial * Freq Level * Freq Type  (18,54) 1.824 0.046
Speed Amplitude DF F Sig.
Speed (1,3) 13.791 0.034
Frequency Level (2,6) 17.132 0.003
Frequency Type (1, 3) 189.722 0.001
Speed * GOFR (1,3) 40.758 0.008
Altdist * Speed * GOFR * Freq (2,6) 6.524 0.031
Altdist * Speed * Trial * Freq Type (18,54) 1.866 0.040
Frequency Level * Freq Type (2,6) 33.007 0.001
